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Efficient Optimal RCPC Code Rate Allocation
With Packet Discarding for Pre-Encoded
Compressed Video
Ting-Lan Lin, Student Member, IEEE, and Pamela C. Cosman, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In an error-prone communication channel, more
important video packets should be assigned stronger channel
codes. With various packet sizes and distortions for each packet,
we use the subgradient method to search in the dual domain for
the optimal RCPC channel code rate allocation for each packet, to
minimize the end-to-end video quality degradation for an AWGN
channel. We exploit the advantage of not sending or not coding
packets of lower importance.
Index Terms—Packet discarding, packet protection, RCPC
codes, unequal error protection, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OMPRESSED video packets can have different impact
on video quality when lost. For example, due to error
propagation, lost reference frames cause more damage than
lost nonreference frames. Therefore, error-handling measures
should be tailored to different components of the video. For
example, in [1], H.264 Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO)
is used to group macroblocks of similar estimated distortion
into a slice, with different levels of Reed–Solomon (RS) coding
over slices. The method in [2] optimally decides both slicing
based on the estimated incurred distortion, and optimal forward
error correction (FEC) rate for each packet. Two different RS
codes are assigned to video data of high/low priorities in [3].
Joint source and channel coding that trades between source
video quality and error resilience of the transmission in a lossy
network is a well-studied area. The work in [4] studied a combined source-channel coding problem for transmission in an
AWGN channel using RCPC codes. A universal operational distortion-rate characteristic is used for the optimization problem,
and the performance of the algorithm approaches the information-theoretic bound. The rate-distortion optimization among
source coding, channel coding and error concealment is jointly
considered in [5]. A selective packet retransmission mechanism
is integrated into the algorithm.
Unequal error protection (UEP) can be jointly used with intra
updating which stops error propagation. This option requires
more source and channel bits to intra-code the slice, therefore
there is a tradeoff among video quality, error correctability, and
the ability to stop error propagation in case of uncorrectable
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errors [6], [7]. UEP for progressively coded images/videos is
also extensively studied [8], [9].
Most of the work on UEP discussed above involves either
progressive/scalable coding or a change to the source encoder.
In our work, we consider nonscalable video streams pre-encoded and stored; the problem is choosing optimal packet protection for the channel conditions at the time of transmission.
This was treated in [10], however, they consider a packet erasure channel, and optimal RS erasure coding. Our paper treats
the same problem of optimal code rate allocation for already
encoded packets, but we consider a bit error channel and RCPC
codes. The problem is therefore to unequally protect the packets
for a given outgoing channel bit rate and channel SNR. The
coding decision is based on both the distortion induced by the
packet, as well as the size of the packet. The RCPC code allocation for packets is an integer programming problem. In our prior
work [11], [12], we solved this problem using variations on the
Branch-and-Bound method. In the proposed work, the optimal
FEC code rate allocation search is done efficiently in the dual
domain by the method of subgradients, and we also include the
options of not coding a packet, or not sending it at all.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the
end-to-end distortion minimization problem, and presents the
low-complexity subgradient method in the dual domain to solve
it. Experimental results for different videos, GOP structures, and
channel conditions are presented in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. OPTIMAL RCPC CODE RATE ALLOCATION
In this section, we introduce the problem formulation of the
RCPC code rate allocation. The efficient subgradient method to
solve this problem in the dual domain is discussed.
A. Problem Formulation for RCPC Code Allocation
Different packet losses introduce different levels of distortion. In our prior work [11], [12], the metric to define distortion
is the packet loss visibility for each packet; this is a perceptual
quality metric. Here, we use mean square error (MSE) induced
by a packet loss as the distortion. This can be substituted with
any metric measuring the importance of each packet.
is the number of packets in each optimization. We optimize
over one GOP at a time. As there are 30 frames in a GOP, and 15
packets in a frame,
. The th packet has size
bits, and if lost, will induce a distortion , given knowledge
of the error concealment used by the decoder (frame-copy in our
case).
is the MSE over a GOP between a compressed/reconstructed video with no packet loss, and one with the th packet
lost, because we assume we only have pre-encoded bitstreams
available in the server when we perform the UEP. Although in
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running the algorithm, that
is used, in the final performance
evaluation, we use the MSE between the actual decoded video
and the original uncompressed video. Note that because the
is computed by applying the loss and decoding the whole GOP
to measure MSE, this is a costly but accurate way of computing
, that includes the effect of error propagation. For the th
packet, we seek the optimal RCPC code rate from the can, so as to minimize the end-to-end
didate set
expected packet loss distortion, subject to the constraint that the
outgoing total bit budget is at most bits.
The packet error probability
depends on channel SNR,
packet size, and RCPC code rate selected for the packet. Each
packet will be appended with a 16-bit CRC for error detection.
We include the CRC bits in the packet size and assume perfect
error detection. Whenever there is at least one bit error in the
packet after channel decoding, we discard the packet. Therefore,
where
(hereafter
denoted ) is the bit error probability after channel decoding
for code rate . The optimization problem of minimizing the
expected packet loss distortion subject to the total bit constraint
can be formulated as:

B. Dual of the Problem
We first relax our constrained optimization problem in (1)
to an unconstrained problem [13], [14]. By absorbing the con, we
straint into the objective with a Lagrange multiplier
construct the Lagrangian function
:

We form a dual function
function for a given :

by minimizing the Lagrangian

(2)

(1)
. This is a nonlinear integer programwhere
ming problem. We solved it by the BnB method in [11], [12]. To
reduce complexity, heuristic packet groupings were used, and
only four RCPC codes were used in [11] and six in [12]. In
this paper, we use a low-complexity subgradient search in the
dual domain to efficiently find the best code for each individual
packet from the full set of 13 RCPC rates.
In (1), one must examine the meaningfulness of summing
MSE contributions from different packets. Often in this type
of formulation, other researchers take the distortion associated
with a lost packet to be the initial MSE, computed over only the
macroblocks in that packet. This does not account for error propagation. Also, in general H.264 slices can cover arbitrary pixel
area; a formulation based on initial MSE would need weights
by pixel area. In (1), however, the MSE associated with one
packet is the MSE over the entire GOP induced by that one
packet being lost. This accounts for all error propagation. Also,
it means we can use packets with arbitrary numbers of macroblocks (although we happen to use packets with a constant
pixel area) and we would not need to weight by pixel area, because regardless of the packet’s pixel area, the MSE induced
over the entire GOP is computed for each packet. A drawback
of this GOP-based MSE which accounts for error propagation is
that the measured distortion associated with losing both packets
and is, in general, equal to the sum of the distortions associated with losing each one separately only if the error propagation of each did not affect the other one (for example, if the
packets are in B frames, or if one loss is in a B frame and the
other is in a much later P frame which is not referenced by the B
frame). This noninteraction does not hold in general. However,
as will be seen, the results from treating the components additively are good, and the complexity is far lower than it would be
to account for interaction effects. For example reference method
[10] also uses the additive assumption.

where

is the space of all possible combinations of
selected from
. This minimization for a given can be found by minimizing the sub-Laindividually; the latter is done by exhausgrangians
tive search over the discrete set
. The solution
space of the minimization of
is
, but because we can
minimize sub-Lagrangians individually, we can compute
with only
evaluations of
and comparisons [13].
C. Subgradient Method
We use the subgradient method to search for the best in
the dual domain. The dual function
is a concave function of even when the problem in the primal domain is not
convex [13], [14]. Therefore, the optimal is found by solving:
. Since the dual is a piecewise linear concave
function [13], the function may not be differentiable at all points.
Nevertheless, subgradients can still be found and used to find
the optimal value [13]. It can be shown that the subgradient is
a descent direction of the Euclidean distance to the set of the
maximum points of the dual function [13]. This property is used
in the well-known subgradient method for the optimization of
a nonsmooth function. The subgradient method is an iterative
search algorithm for . In each iteration,
is updated by the
of at :
subgradient
(3)
where
is the step size. Based on the derivation in [13], the
subgradient
of the dual function
at
is
(4)
is the constraint function of the problem, and
is the solution to
.
The step size trades off between the speed of convergence
and the variance of the optimized value in each iteration [13].
where
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The complexity of this algorithm is low. In the proposed algorithm, the stepsize is scaled ten times smaller whenever there is
a sign change in subgradient from the previous iteration. When
a certain precision of stepsize is achieved, the algorithm terminates. The precision can be chosen differently by context; we
. By this heuristic method on the change of the stepused
size, our method finds the best using 82 iterations on average
for each optimization.
D. Discarding Packets
In [10], RS codes are used for channel protection. The
packets in each optimization group are sorted based on their
. The algorithm discards the first
packets, sends the next
packets uncoded, and protects the remaining packets by a
single code rate , the strongest one meeting the bit constraint.
The objective function to be minimized is the sum of expected
distortion over all packets. The algorithm does not consider
multiple code rates or variable packet size. We consider variable-sized packets and a bit error channel, so packet size needs
to be considered in choosing protection, including the options of
discarding and no protection. The same algorithm can be used;
and “uncoded”
in
we include “not-sent”
the RCPC set. The optimization in (1) has the same form. In
(1), the
corresponding to packets not sent is set to 1; those
packets will induce distortion for sure. To signal to the decoder
which code is used for each packet, we need 4 bits per packet.
We assume these bits are collected together and well protected
as part of a GOP header. Since the mean packet size is 1917 bits
(including both source and channel bits), the 4-bit overhead is
negligible.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used H.264/AVC JM Version 12.1 with SIF resolution
(352 240), GOP structure IPPP and IBBP, frame rate 30 fps,
and encoding rate 600 kbps. The error concealment is frame
copy, which is one of the options provided in the JM.12.1
decoder. We define a packet (a NAL unit) as a horizontal row
of macroblocks. There are 15 packets in a frame. For
each GOP structure, we tested two videos: Foreman and
Mother-Daughter. We optimize over one GOP at a time. As
there are 30 frames in a GOP, the number of packets in each
optimization is
. The mother code of the
RCPC code has rate
, with memory
. The puncturing
. In the simulation, soft-decision is used for the
period is
Viterbi decoder. The RCPC rates each packet can select from are
. Therefore, there are
candidate code rates for our dual search algorithm
(Dual13). When we include the options “not-sent” and
“uncoded”, then
(denoted Dual15).
We simulate an AWGN channel, and find
given RCPC
code rate and channel SNR. The RCPC rate used by Equal Error
Protection EEP is
, and the budget for the UEP optimization problem is the number of bits used by the EEP in the optimization group. Channel SNR ranges from
to 5 dB, corresponding to channel bit error rates from about
to
.
The end-to-end lossy video quality is measured by Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR), calculated by the MSE over all frames
between decoded and original videos.
Although [10] is intended for packet erasure channels and
uses RS codes, we made a version using RCPC codes intended
for bit error channels. Among the packets sorted on , the
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are discarded, the next
are sent uncoded, and the
first
remaining are protected with a single code rate . We denote
that solves
this SortMSE. SortMSE finds

(5)
where is the sorted packet index. This problem is solved by the
method described in [10]. The proposed Dual method requires
times or evaluevaluating the sub-Lagrangian
times. SortMSE, acating the Lagrangian function about
cording to [10], requires evaluating the objective function in (5)
at most
times. This objective function has complexity comparable to the Lagrangian function. Therefore the complexity
comparison between the proposed Dual method and SortMSE
is about
. For the values we used (
RCPC
code rates,
packets in the optimization) the complexities are comparable.
PSNR comparisons among decoded videos for Dual13,
Dual15, SortMSE and EEP are performed for Foreman and
Mother-Daughter for IPPP and IBBP GOP structures. All
results show similar trends. We present the results for Foreman
in IPPP in Fig. 1(a) and Mother-Daughter in IBBP in Fig. 1(b).
We see obvious improvements of Dual15 that allows “not-sent”
and “uncoded” over Dual13 that does not. The advantage of
Dual15 takes place in every channel condition, and is more
obvious at lower SNR because discarding large or unimportant
packets is particularly useful in worse channel conditions. The
largest improvements of Dual15 over Dual13 are 3.64 dB, 3.49
dB, 3.59 dB and 3.23 dB for the four comparisons (Foreman in
IPPP, IBBP, Mother-Daughter in IPPP and IBBP). The advantage of discarding also can be observed for SortMSE: for low
SNR, SortMSE outperforms Dual13 despite SortMSE allowing
only one RCPC code for each optimization group. However
for better channels, SortMSE is worse than Dual13 because
in better channels, packets are less likely to be discarded, so
the discarding option of SortMSE can not compensate for its
having only one code rate. At better SNRs, SortMSE performs
slightly worse than EEP. One might think that SortMSE should
never do worse than EEP. EEP only assigns one code rate to all
packets, whereas SortMSE chooses
and should be
more flexible. However, by basing the importance on distortion
with no consideration of packet size, SortMSE may discard
tiny packets that would have cost little to retain, or may heavily
protect large packets that are costly to retain, and may do worse
than EEP. However in worse channels, the flexibility of being
able to discard packets compensates for this disadvantage.
Dual15 that features both packet discarding and flexible rate
allocation for each packet performs the best for every channel
SNR.
The results so far use rate
for the EEP. The total
number of bits after channel coding by this EEP is the
constraint for the optimization. It is possible that
is
particularly unsuitable for some channel SNRs. To show that
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channel code, the improvement of Dual15 over EEP vanishes,
because at that high total bit rate Dual15 and EEP both can
afford to equally protect every packet with the strongest rate.
In summary, Dual15 outperforms all the EEP values except
for the extreme cases of maximal protection and total
discarding where they are equal.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose an efficient RCPC code rate allocation algorithm
over error-prone channels. The algorithm searches in the dual
domain by the subgradient method for the optimal channel code
rate for each packet with different packet size and different induced distortion. The algorithm is of low complexity. We exploit
the options of not coding and not sending the packets. For all
channel conditions, video clips and GOP structures tested, our
dual algorithm significantly outperforms equal error protection
as well as a simpler UEP version that considers only options of
discarding, not coding, and a single level of protection.
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